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Physical Development
in the Early Years
Gross and Fine Motor
Parents Worshop
Wednesday

25th

March

Session Aims:
 Have a greater understanding of

children’s physical development.

 Have a greater understanding of how

we support physical development and
mark making at Ashmead

 Tips and ideas of how to support your
http://therapystreetforkids.com

Gross Motor Development

child’s fine and gross motor
development at home.

Gross Motor Development

 Gross Motor skills involve large muscles of the body
that enable such functions as maintaining balance,
walking, climbing, jumping, pushing, pulling and
ball skills.

 These skills are the building blocks of fine motor
skills.

 Big (large scale) before small (fine)

Gross Motor Development

 Proprioception: This is the brain using all sorts of

information from different parts of the body to help
it to move effectively within its given space. An
essential part of this movement is being able to
maintain balance whilst still and in motion.

It is all about the pivot!
 Where your children ‘pivot’ from will let you know

 Low load control: your shoulders’ ability to support
your arm and hand as you write.

 As you write, your hand should be gliding.

where they are up to in their physical mark making
development.

 There is an intrinsic link between pivot and grip.
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Stage 1: Shoulder Pivot

Stage 1: Shoulder Pivot
Pivot: Shoulder
Grip: Palm/Palmer/Palmer Supinate
Children will have already developed a grasp
that allows them to hold something tight
without dropping it. This grasp is formed by
wrapping the fingers around an object and
making a fist with the object held in the middle.

Stage 2: Elbow Pivot

Pivot: Elbow (emergent or advanced)
Grip: Palm
At this stage in development, the
shoulder becomes more of a support
and the elbow starts to do most of the
work.

Stage 3: Wrist Pivot
An example of a digital
pronate grip

Stage 3: Wrist Pivot
Pivot: Wrist
Grip: Usually palm, but
probably about to
change!
As the pivot moves to
the wrist, the elbow
often tucks into the side
of the body and the
shoulder movement
becomes minimal. Low
load control is now in
play.

Fine Motor Development
 Once the pivots have worked their way down to the
wrist, the journey doesn’t stop there; although for
lots of children it becomes far trickier. This is
where children often get stuck. Aim: tripod grip
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Fine Motor Development
 The hand is quite a complex piece of machinery and is made up of

lots of joints and muscle groups that interconnect and work together
to provide maximum dexterity.

Pincer grasp or grip

In a child’s journey to becoming a mark maker and eventually a writer,
they need to become proficient in all of the following:

 Pincer grasp or grip
 Palm arches
 In-hand manipulation
 Thumb opposition
 Finger isolation
 Knuckle, PIP and DIP joints
 Bilateral co-ordination
 Hand/eye co-ordination

Palm arches

In-hand manipulation

Activities to strengthen:
• cutting with scissors
• scooping sand, rice, beans
• spinning tops
• wind up toys
• place coins or bingo chips in narrow slots;
a piggy bank is perfect, Connect Four
game
• eye droppers: make colorful dribble art
creations by placing drops of colored
water on a paper towel or coffee filter
• Ziplok bags: encourage using fingertips to
press and seal
• Buttoning, snapping, zipping

Thumb
opposition

Finger isolation

 Thumb Opposition refers to the
ability to turn and rotate the
thumb so that it can touch
each fingertip of the same
hand. This allows us to grasp
objects of various sizes and
operate tools. Imagine trying
to tie shoes, pull up a zip.

 Activities: pipettes/turkey

basters to squirt water,
washing dolls/toys by
squeezing sponges/cloths
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Knuckle, PIP and DIP joints

Tripod grip

 Knuckle accessed first; usually

flexible and used for grabbing/
raking

 PIP; used for major grips and
finger manipulations

 DIP; supports tripod grip

Bilateral co-ordination

Hand-eye co-ordination
 Ability to control hand movement guided by vision.

Mark Making

Mark Making
 Emergent Writing –

children understand that
writing is a form of
communication and that
their marks convey
meaning.

 Drawing- the child’s drawing represents writing
 Scribbling- the child scribbles but intends for it to
be writing

 Emergent writing

progresses along a
developmental continuum.
The stages a young child
moves through begins with
random marks and ends
with conventional spelling.
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Mark Making
 Letter-like forms- the child’s letters may not be the
standard letters, but may look like letters

 Letter strings- the child writes strings of letters,
but they do not create real words

Mark Making
 Invented spelling- the child tries different ways of
representing sounds in words – represents initial
sounds, write familiar words

 Conventional spelling- the child’s writing uses
segmenting skills to break up and form words
using phonic knowledge.

Types of writing in Nursery

How do we support Physical
Development at Ashmead?

 Modelled – models writing (shape/formation) and

 Write Dance:

 Shared – teacher and children compose message

 1. Gross motor stretches/songs

thinking aloud

together while teacher writes (usually on large surface
for all to see), demonstrates ways we use printed texts,
provides opportunities to learn about concepts of print

 Dictation – writing exactly what child says about their
work (see Learning Journey annotations), child
observes teacher writing (1:1)

 Independent – children write on their own, motivated by
own interests, stimulated and supported by provision
planned by teacher

Write Dance

 2. Gross motor movements to music
 3. Observe how to move these movements to marks
on paper

 4. Make marks to music
 Movements and marks designed to strengthen

different skills and link to early handwriting shapes.

How do we support Physical
Development at Ashmead?
 Dough disco:
 Manipulating dough to music, use the dough for
resistance work.

 Squashing, squeezing, rotating, pinching
 Gross motor movements and fine motor exercises
to develop skills needed to strengthen hands/
muscles for writing
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How do we support Physical
Development at Ashmead?
 Range of adult initiated activities that children can
access independently to develop and strengthen
fine and gross motor skills.

 Both inside and outside environment
 Weekly access to forest school/climbing frame

Let’s spend some time in
Nursery…
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